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WHAT’S  THE  ATTRACTION?

• Scientific/secular/exclusive humanism is inadequate to the quest for meaning and significance: a 
universe that is deaf to our pain, mere matter and blind chance. Peterson pricks the bubble of 
scientism, and beckons religion and science to the table of dialogue.

• People are searching for psychological and relational insight—truth about the inner self, their 
emotions, motivations, drama, and pain.

• Peterson is willing to wrestle with the tough existential questions (Big Life Questions): 
philosophical and religious, social and cultural. He has gone deep on the anthropology of Evil 
and the power of the lie, and the Big Lie to destroy us. 

• They are listening to his call to cultivate their souls, and his warnings about the serious 
consequences of ignoring the challenge of authentic being, character, virtue: Practical Wisdom 
or phronesis.



THE ATTRACTION

• His promise that mature meaning can help us survive the crucible (cauldron) of our suffering. 
This is his tragic optimism. Courage to look into the abyss, to face one’s shadow.

• Practical suggestions about where to start fixing myself, coming to grips with my own chaos 
and lack of direction: OK Jordan, you’re right, I need to grow up. I’m almost thirty.

• Peterson resonates in the age of Anatheism (Richard Kearney from Boston College), the 
search for God, and higher meaning, after the death of God, and into the age of nihilism. He has 
become a “YouTube Gateway Drug to Christianity”.

• His challenge to recognize and reckon with an Order of Being is attractive to religious and 
non-religious alike. It intrigues, without forcing on them any worldview position.



Tale of Two Cities

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, 
it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of 
incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was 
the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, 
we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we were all 
going direct the other way.



Religious

Aesthetic

Scientific

Ethical Suffering and Tragedy

Re-connecting the Culture Spheres (Calvin Schrag, The Self After Postmodernity)



SUFFERING & TRAGEDY IS THE NEXUS

•What can I not doubt? The reality of suffering. It brooks no 
arguments. Nihilists cannot undermine it with skepticism. 
Totalitarians cannot banish it. Cynics cannot escape from its 
reality. Suffering is real, and the artful infliction of suffering 
on another, for its own sake, is wrong. That became the 
cornerstone of my belief. (197)



Existential Crisis of Millennials

• Lack of moral grounding (raised on moral subjectivism and 
radical tolerance) in tension/contradiction with a narrow 
political correctness (Forward of 12 Rules).

• Entitlement crashes into the wall of the real world. Life is hard.
• Lack of a meaningful story/narrative to make sense of life, loss 

of community. Suffering from cultural amnesia and biblical 
illiteracy--great stories. Finding Shakespeare.

• Wounded masculine soul: relationship issues, combined with 
lack of realism and self-discipline.

• Globalization and Transhumanism: opportunity and tragedy.



• Addiction to technology, easy access entertainment (Netflix): ‘Life is 
free and quick’ opioid (Simon Sinek). Impatience.  Attention deficit.

• Nihilism caused by scientism, radical individualism, and late Capitalist 
hyper-consumerism. Notre Dame’s Christian Smith (Souls in Transition): 
soft ontological antirealists, epistemological skeptics, perspectivalists, 
constructivists and moral intuitionists. 

• Workaholism/performance anxiety: from lack of a strong moral 
identity and good moral interlocutors. Corporation’s bottom line 
moves into the vacuum and shapes one’s identity and raison d’être—
measured by quantitative performance, not character.  (Matthew 
Crawford, The World Outside Your Head)

• Dis-orientation, uncertainty, self-loathing, cynicism, anger 
and resentment, skyrocketing depression.



PRIMACY OF THE INDIVIDUAL: EPICENTER OF THE 
SOLUTION

• Not the selfish, entitled, narcissistic individual who is indifferent 
to social demands and the common good.

• Not the corrupt, toxic individual, who is a danger to self and 
society—easily manipulated, pulled into tribalism (who do we 
hate?), or ideology (utopian visions on the far right or far left).



PRIMACY OF THE INDIVIDUAL

• Alert, honest, courageous, articulate and responsible individual is the hope for society. Pay 
Attention/Wake up to Reality, Be Intelligent/Articulate, Be Reasonable (examine your 
axioms), Be Responsible (involves sacrifice and suffering for the other)

• Individualism that is engaged with, and committed to, a natural and moral reality (critical 
realism and moral realism).

• Committed to telling the truth and aspiring to the good (Rule 7, 8)—the authentic 
individual, willing to bear the burden of their own being. (Example: Malala Yousafzai)

• Stoic virtues: courage, self-management, prudence, justice. Petersons route for recovery 
of moral agency.
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Kierkegaard’s Three Stages of Development



DIALOGUE WITH CHARLES TAYLOR & AGAPE LOVE

• Peterson’s project is largely working at the level of the ethical, bringing the hedonic 
aesthete into the ethical stage of development. Choose meaning rather than expedience 
(Rule 7). Involves responsible self-care (Rule 2) and good citizenship: create meaning by 
reducing suffering. Calvin Schrag calls this a weak form of transcendence. Peterson likes 
Piaget’s work—all relationships, in perpetuity.

• Taylor engages Peterson by going a step further, wagering on a transcendent turn to agape
love—strong transcendence. He brings the aesthete through the ethical stage and into the 
religious (Kierkegaard), the direction of freedom and interdependence with radical 
alterity, the Other (I-Thou relationship).  Acquinas: agape as super virtue that interprets all 
the way down. Gift and grace = keywords. Sponsors and connects other virtues.



• This move pushes Peterson into a larger moral horizon, a larger universe or 
social imaginary. He may feel uncomfortable with strong transcendence, but 
ultimately it offers a more robust agency--resilience (Angela Duckworth’s 
concept of Grit). It also addresses the angst of Millennials at the level of the 
crisis of affirmation. Invokes the economy of grace for self-sacrifice, moral growth 
and personal transformation. Meets the human innate, very intense longing 
(sehnsucht) for transcendence and higher purpose, mature meaning.

• Both men have a hierarchy of values, and a hypergood: Peterson holds sacrifice 
(not happiness) as the highest, controlling good;  Taylor sees it in agape love.



SOURCES OF THE MORAL SELF

• Peterson, as an existential humanist, sees the source of the good as largely within the 
courageous, self-dependent individual: choosing, acting, creating meaning, inventing self, in 
the face of nihilism, brokenness and despair. 

• He also suggests consulting mythopoetic stories to assist self-understanding, to seek one’s 
authentic being.  Along with Eastern ideas (the Tao), this includes the Judeo-Christian 
Bible (most quoted religious source in 12 Rules).  And yet, he is quite ambivalent/agnostic 
about the transcendent sources of the self or the good: goodness of God, the personal 
divine, the Trinity (D. Stephen Long, The Goodness of God). This impacts how he engages 
Scripture. He looks for existential-psychological-anthropological-mythic insight and examples 
of risk, adventure, models of heroism and sacrifice. 
Religion is reduced to ethical praxis.  



Peterson Implodes the Religious into the Ethical



PETERSON’S CHALLENGE TO CHRISTIANS

• Don’t let justification by faith give you an excuse for not taking moral responsibility for the world. 

Take up your place in the scheme of things, fight for justice and reduce suffering.  Nietzsche is his 
foil to goad Christians, especially those within unreflective dogmatic groups.

• Respect the power of your biblical heroes, and especially the excellent example of sacrifice in 
Christ. He instantiates Logos in real life.

• Don’t gloss over existential concerns, there is much wisdom to be gained from wrestling with 
suffering and tragedy, and your personal angst.You have lots of soul/character work to do.

• Respect the power of the mythopoetic in the Bible to reach you at a deep level, to show you the 
complexity of what is going on underneath your skin. “You are exceedingly complex.”

• I am strategically agnostic on the ‘God’ question and the ‘belief ’ question, but I act as if he does 
exist, if that helps. (Cyrus)



TAYLOR’S STANCE ON STRONG TRANSCENDENCE

On the Crisis of Affirmation (self-hatred versus spiritual/moral lobotomy),
Taylor hopes for a participation with the divine that returns us to this world 
in such a way that we are able to fully embrace our deepest spiritual 
aspirations and fully to affirm the world, others, and ourselves without 
spiritual mutilation, and without simply denying the reality of suffering and 
evil—a miraculous transformation indeed. (W. Greenway, 2000, 38-9, C. 
Taylor, Sources of the Self (1989); A Secular Age, (2007)

Blog Reference: https://ubcgcu.org/wisdom-of-jordan-peterson/



• Taylor believes that this understanding of strong transcendence is critical to 
one’s best and most robust account of the moral world. My contention: 
Peterson’s resistance to strong transcendence is a choice to constrict the 
moral horizon and the moral imagination. It entails a refusal of such an 
epiphany. It is not a neutral decision--serious consequences. 

• Peterson takes an existential leap of faith: “Faith is the realisation that the 
tragic irrationalities of life must be countered by an equally irrational 
commitment to the essential goodness of Being”, but he shies away from 
engagement with the goodness of a personal God. Peterson may be working 
against himself at this point. 

• He may also be working it through for himself, as some of his friends indicate 
(Anatheism). This is his stated reason for doing the YouTube Bible lectures.



THEOLOGICAL CAUTIONS ABOUT PETERSON

• Weak on grace, a foundational Christian working assumption/conviction. He could 
advance his cause, heal the self, by moving towards grace and agape love (Dostoevsky’s 
open stance).

• Stoic virtue, however commendable, is not quite Christian virtue: it comes from a 
different worldview. Faith, hope and love also vital virtues (Love is the prime virtue). We 
do like his concept of allignment—virtues that run consistently throughout one’s life, 
producing a lifestyle of constructive habits. Positive strength: he promotes humility over 
pride.

• Self-salvation by the individual is not a generally accepted orthodox Christian teaching. 
Perhaps a Gnostic or Pelagian outlook. Peterson has not answered this satisfactorily.



• Self-dependence, in fact, can lead one into a trap of despair, as Kierkegaard 
contends. Freedom comes through interdependence within community 
(Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another). His solution is super individualistic.

• Christ is much more than a model of sacrifice: the incarnation is central to 
the entire faith, the whole biblical narrative. Starts a whole new movement 
rooted in self-giving love, and hospitality to the stranger.

• The occult interests in Carl Jung give us pause.  Peterson venerates this 
eclectic psychologist a bit uncritically (Jung goes all the way down).

• Peterson is very one-sided in his use of Nietzsche, whose hatred of 
Christian compassion, and its concern for the victim, is well documented 
(René Girard).  Women see a hidden ubermensch (alpha male push) in the 
discourse and worry about the balance in his rescue project.



SUGGESTED READING

• Calvin Schrag, The Self After Postmodernity.

• Christian Smith, Souls in Transition. (prominent sociologist of Millennials)

• Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self;  and A Secular Age.

• Philip Yancey, Reaching for the Invisible God.

• Jonathan Sacks, The Dignity of Difference.

• Gordon Carkner, The Great Escape from Nihilism.

• René Girard, I See Satan Fall Like Lightning.

• Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another.

• David Brooks, The Road to Character.

• Chantal Delsol, Icharus Fallen.

• https://alastairadversaria.com/2018/03/30/understanding-jordan-peterson/





https://ubcgcu.org/2018/07/15/decoding-jordan-peterson-live-event-august-5/

Two Different Ways of Seeing/Understanding the World
Epistemological and Hermeneutical

Peterson’s phenomenological approach (attention to actual human 
experience) seems to fit better the hermeneutical way of seeing, as he 
attempts to recover meaning and purpose, to re-enchant the world, to 
authenticate human subjectivity, drama, moral agency, purpose, consciousness 
and conscientiousness (the deeper things of personhood). 

Like a colossus, he tries to span the two ways (respects neuroscience and 
evolutionary psychology as a limited discipline), but to recover meaning and 
moral agency, he leans towards the hermeneutical. Science is necessary but 
not sufficient for our psychological wellbeing, to recover meaning.



Notre Dame Prominent Sociologist Christian Smith (Souls in Transition)
Definition of Nihilism among 18-23 year olds

• soft ontological antirealists (no really real world), 
• epistemological skeptics (question everything), 
• perspectivalists (mine is only one of many ways to see this), 
• constructivists (tasked with building/inventing self and morality from the ground up), 
• moral intuitionists (my feelings about a situation or decision is the key factor). 


